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Conceptual understanding of  electric circuit was investigate by the 

Electric Circuit test-EC test

EC test was design to investigate students understanding in  four  domain 

concerning electric circuit:

 1. Misconception (mental model) about a current

 2. How do students understand a flowing of electrons in circuits

 3. Influence of the resistance on current 

 4. Concept of potential difference.

EC test consists mainly from two-tiers question. 

Students got a peon on the test 

if they correctly answered on both part of the question

There were 17 questions.



Overall results

117 student at III grade took a part at this investigation. Max point 

obtained in our sample was 19.5 (25). Average number of points  

is 9.4 (37 %).



1. Misconception (mental model) about a current

-unipolar model

-clashing 

current-

-attenuation and sharing model 



Item 1 ID1-0.88, easiest on the test. Scientific model is dominate in MN sample

ID7- 0.45

ID7.1- 0.81



2.How do students understand a flowing of  electrons in circuits was tested by item.2. 

20.7%

37.7%

50%

43.3%

28.3%

41.3%



-3.Influence of  the resistance on 

current 

Among the most difficult items is 

number 3  ID-0.1 

3.a III40%

3.b  IV 50%??



Item 6 tested same problem as 

item 3.

ID6-0.3



Results on items treated a parallel connection of  the resistors are better

ID4-0.46

4.1 I 55%

4.2 II 67%



Items 4 and 16 tested the same problem but ID16 dropped to 0.22

32%

42%

24.5

23.7%

32%

22%

23%



Concept of  potential difference was tested by items 8,9.,10

34%

65%

40%

ID8-0.35



The most difficult item . ID13-0.08



Discussion and Instruction

-Concept of potential difference is the most difficult

-Wrong interpretation of Ohms Low. 

-More time should be spent to the problem such as open switch( potential difference exist although 

current not)

-More time should be spent in connecting a electrostatics and electric circuits 

-roll of the buttery and process that going on should be explain carefully

--more time should be devoted to the qualitative analyze, than skip to the quantitative

-problem occurred in investigation ( investigation was done in circumstances of corona crises) .



Thank you


